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Money counts: projecting education expenditures in Latin America and the Caribbean to the year 2015, this paper projects educational expenditures, both public
and private, in 19 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, to the year 2015, for pre-primary, primary, secondary and tertiary education. Through these
projections we examine the financial feasibility of reaching. 
USA schools: money counts New studies show that more resources can improve prospects, new studies show that more resources can improve prospects ccording to
the conventional views of US economists the amount of money A put into schools has little impact on the outputs. A stylised fact about public schools in the United
States is that in the last 25 years. 
It's the recipient that counts: Spending money on strong social ties leads to greater happiness than spending on weak social ties, previous research has shown that
spending money on others (prosocial spending) increases happiness. But, do the happiness gains depend on who the money is spent on? Sociologists have
distinguished between strong ties with close friends and family and weak. 
Independence and the Rule of Money in Kaliai, oN September 16, 1975, Papua New Guinea celebrated its independence. The Kaliai of West New Britain, living in
isolation far from the nearest administrative centre, met the event with decidedly mixed feelings. The last of the faithful in a five-year-old cargo cult expected. 
How gender counts when couples count their money, abstract In this study we explored the ways in which men's and women's personal incomes are treated and
experienced differently in the family. Two hundred and fourteen participants (102 men and 112 women) in dual-earner couples were recruited in a random sample. 
The health care safety net: money matters but savvy leadership counts, abstract The nation's health care safety net--heavily reliant on external funding and support--
is uniquely vulnerable to shifting and often adverse market and policy conditions. While adequate funding is essential to ensuring safety net providers can care for
low-income. 
Money in the bank: Transaction costs and the economic organization of marriage, because coordination of indi- vidual accounts is a rational response to con-
straints, institutional variables should be par- ticularly prominent determinants of this banking option as compared with joint ac- counts only. Money in the wife's
name is distinct by cus- tom (eg. 
Money and effective demand, the first part of the sentence is of course true, but the flaw in the sequitur is that money counts as wealth now and the debt only has
to be paid later. If that were not so, no one would ever borrow to buy anything, which is contrary to what we observe. Conclusion. 
Toward a theory of stakeholder identification and salience: Defining the principle of who and what really counts, we find that it is the view taken about the existence
and nature of the stake that presents an area of argument, because it is upon the basis of stake that what counts is ultimately decided. How much corporate money
should be allotted to serve these interests? (1980. 
When Money Counts and Doesn't: Economic Power and Diplomatic Objectives, in The Importance of Being Earnest, the governess, Miss Prism, instructs her charge
not to study the chapter in her textbook on the fall of the rupee:It is somewhat too sensational for a young girl-even these metallic problems have their
melodramatic side. Unfortunately.
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